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A great deal of (so-called) semantic data models has been proposed for 
the specification of conceptual schemas. Each of these offers many 
different, but semantically related constructs for modelling. 

We, therefore, attempt to integrate all constructs into a few semantic 
constructs. The resulting data model emphasizes a clear conceptual 
separation of data, object, and transactions resulting in correspond
ing levels. 

The object level enhances the Entity-Relationship (ER) model with the 
concepts of type construction, complex object types, derived informa
tion, and proposes an extended key concept. The type constructor al
lows to formulate specialization, generalization, and partition 
abstractions. Aggregation and grouping can be modelled by means of 
complex object types. Derived information incorporates concepts of 
deductive databases. Additionally, all concepts can be enriched by 
specifying explicit constraints. At the data level even complex 
domains of attributes can be specified by means of user-defined 
abstract data types. The transaction level allows the specification 
of arbitrary transactions. 

*) G. Saake's work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemein
schaft (DFG) under grant Eh75/6-l. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we present (yet) another version of an extended Entity

Relationship (ER) model. As there already exist various versions of 

extended ER models, we feel that it needs some justification why we 

add one more model to the admittedly great number of existing ones. 

There are two main reasons why we decided to design a new model: 

At First, this model shall form the basis for several database and in

formation system design tools, as there are the translation from ER 

notation to relational schemas [HN886], a graphical editor for input, 

test data generation [NN85], and some consistency and integrity check

ing components which are under development now. In the more distant 

Future they might form an integrated OB design support system. Por 

these tools we want a basis that is optimally tailored to our needs 

and has a straightforward semantic foundation. 

The second point is that we want this extended ER model and the design 

support tools to be suited for the design of standard and non-standard 

applications as well, 

plications like CAD 

i.e. commercial databases ~DQ 

databases, geo-scientific 

non-standard ap

databases [RNLE85], 

software engineering support databases, or VLSI design support data-

bases. Designsupportsystems that cover one of these applications are 

presented in [ADD85, BDRZ84, BH86, DKM85]. Tobe suitable for various 

of these applications our EER model integrates different concepts from 

other well-known semantic data models [Ch75, EHW85, Ne83, 8877]. 

Our semantic data model is 

the object level, and 

EDG86]. 

divided into three levels, the data level, 

the transaction level as proposed in [Eh85, 

On the data level basic data types like 'integer' and 'boolean' are 

provided. Purther, more structured data types e.g., sets, lists, and 

Pascal-like records, may be specified by the user by means of abstract 

data types. The description of the data types consists of two parts, 

the specification part which gives the structure of the data types and 

lhe effects of the operations allowed on these data types, and the im

plementation tl1at gives detailed implementation instructions. 

The object level consists of an ER model [Ch76] enriched by concepts 

lor generalization/specialization [8877], complex objects like those 
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defined in [RN~EBS], and derived information. These concepts ~eem 

essential to us to support nan-standard database design in an ef:ec

tive way, because a lot of non-standard databases which are undr-. 

developrnent 

[DKH85] for 

design. 

nowadays rely on 

V~SI design, or 

these or similar concepts, e.g., see 

[RN~E85] for geascientific database 

The transactian level offers the passibility to specify transactions 

that respect all integrity canstraints inherent ta the object model 

and constraints specified by the user an the abject level. Similar ta 

the data level a specification on the transaction level is given in 

twa parts. At first, a specificatian of the effect of transactions is 

given by means of pre- and postconditians. In the implementation part 

the user describes the realization of the transaction by composing it 

from system-offered 'elementary operations' that respect all integrity 

constraints inherent to the data model. 

Within the presentation of our model we describe our own new ideas be

side well-known concepts because they are difficult ta separate from 

each other. Furthermore, we hope the presentation of all concepts in

tegrated into our model will have a certain tutorial effect for 

readers less familiar with ER models. For expasitory purposes we 

mainly use standard examples because examples on non-standard applica

tians soon grow very complex. 

The next three chapters of this paper describe the three levels, data, 

abject, and transaction level. In the conclusions, open questions with 

regard to our data mactel are discussed. 

2. DATA ~EVEL 

Data and object level tagether specify the structure of the inforrna-

tion stored in a database, whereas the transaction level describes 

possible 'updating' af this infarmation. At the object level, all 

things about which informatian is to be stored are modelled in an 

abstract manner. whereas the data level describes the data really 

stored. All directly visible information about objects stored in a 

database is only presented by the values of attributes af the abjects. 

So, an important property of attribute values isasimple 'printable' 

structure allowing a well-readable output. 
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We propose abstract data types for describing attribute domains and 

operations on them. An introduction to algebraic specification of 

abstract data types is given in [EMBS]. [Eh85) propose the use of 

abstract data types in conceptual database design and [RNLE85] intro-

duce special data types for geoscientific databases. 

We define an abstract data type by a specification module and an im-

plementation module following the ideas of modular programming. The 

specification module contains the signature of the specified data type 

i . e . ~ the sorts and operations of the data type. This rnodule can also 

be extended by an equational specification of its behaviour to enable 

the verification of its irnplementation. In an early design step a pro-

totype of this specification - using term-rewriting or logic program-

ming as proposed in [DE84] enables early analysis of the behaviour 

of the data type. However, we suppose that only a concrete irnplernenta

tion of the data types enables a valid prototyping of the entire data

base under acceptable circumstances. 

The syntax of a specification module may be illustrated by the follow

ing examples: 

991§ ~p~g!f!g~1!9D ~99~1~ date; 

b!'ll29!:t int, bool; 

~9!:1!? date; 

9P~!:i!l!9D!:l create: int X int X int --> date, 
day: date --> i nt, 
month: date --> int, 
year: date --> int, 
l ess: date X date --> bool; 

~D9 ~99!11~ date. 

9~t~ §P~Q!f!Q91!9D !'199!11~ p_status; 

b!'ll29!:l bool; 

p status; 

9P~!:~l!9D§ single: 
married: 
divorced: 
widowed: 
not_married: 

not married 
not married 
not married 
not married 

end ~99!1!~ p_status. 

--> p_status, 
--> p_status, 
--> p_status, 
--> p_status, 

p status --> bool; 

(single) 
(divorced) 
(widowed) 
(married) 

true, 
true, 
true, 
false; 
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Each data type specified in this way is imp1emented by an irnple~~nta

tion module using already defined data types. The standard data types 

'integer', 'boolean', 'character' and 'text' are predefined. The set 

of standard data types can be enriched by geometric data types like 

'point' or '1ine'. Since data types are used for attribute domains, we 

only allow type definition schemas producing types with fixed storage 

requirements. This restriction does not seem to be too hard, because 

the object level offers §~t- and 1~§t-valued attributes. Moreover, 

most of the comp1ex structures mode11ed in a database are typica1ly 

'updatab1e' li.e. their properties may change in time) and are speci-

fied on the object 1eve1. 

The imp1ementation of a data type is done in terms of type definition 

mechanisms known from PASCAL-1ike programming 1anguages: enumeration 

types, domain restrictions, arrays of fixed 1ength and records. As an 

examp1e the data types 'p-status' and 'date' specified above are im

p1emented by following implementation modu1es: 

9~t§ ~~21~~~Dt~t~QD ~29Y1~ date; 

!!1!29!:t i nt, boo1; 

tY2~ date = !:~92!:9 
d,m,y int; 

~Qg; 

fYD9tiQD 
!>~g!_Q 

if 

create (a,b,c: int): date; 

a !D { 1 .. 
b !D { 1 .. 
c in { 1850 

then create · = 
e1se create := 
.u 

~QQ; 

31 } ~DQ 
12 } ~DQ 

1999 } 
la,b,c) 
1 o, o. o) 

fl!IJC:Otl9D day lx: date)·. int; 
!>~g!_Q day := x.d; ~DQ: 

fYD9t!2D month I x: date): int: 
!>~g!_Q month := x.m; ~DQ: 

function year lx: date): int; 
---~~9l6 year := x.y; ~QQ: 

f.t!JJ9t!2D less la,b: date): bool; 
Y§!: i,J: int; 
!>~g!Q 

a.d + 
b.d + 

1ess := Ii 

i = 

j : = 

~QQ: 

end !1)9Q.t!1~ date. 

100 * a.m + 10000 * a.y 
100 * b.m + 10000 * b.y 

j ) ; 
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9~!~ ~~P1~~~D!9!~2D ~29~1~ p_status; 

~~PQ!:! bool; 

!YP~ p_status (sing, marr, divo, wido); 

92D~! single 
married 
divorced 
widowed 

si ng, 
mar r., 
di V 0, 

wido ; 

.f~Dg!!,QQ not_married (x: p_status): bool; 
!!~g!D 

not_married := DQ! (x = rnarr); 
~!J9; 

~r:>9 ~29~1~ p_status. 

The data type 'date' is underspecified 

fied in the specification module 

only the signature is speci-

'da t e' . This enables a flexible 

error-handling in the function 'create', that is difficult to specify 

by equations. The implernentation of the function 'create' can be re

fined to detect impossible values of 'date' like '30 Pebruary 1989' 

without changing the specification module. 

Now, we mention several useful software tools for database design sup

port based on the data type modules. The design of the data level can 

be supported by software tools known from modular programming and 

abstract data type specification. These tools monitor the correct 

hierarchic module structure and guarantee a consistent data level 

specification after data type modifications. An equational specifica-

tion of the data type may also be used to verify the given Implementa

tion or for prototyping of the data type. 

Other software Lools support the consistent design of the entire data

base schema. The signature of the data types defined in the specifi

cation module is used to check the syntax of the integrity con-

straints, the derived attributes and the transaction specifications 

described in the next two chapters. This allows a valid specification 

of the object and transaction levels even with unimplemented data 

types. Por prototyping on a relational database system the design 

support system also has to generate an automatic translation of data 

type values into the attribute domains which are used by the underly

ing relational database system. 
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3. OBJECT LEVEL 

The object level is directly set upon the data level. Our approach 

starts from Chen's Entity-Relationship (ER) model [Ch76], since it is 

well-tried and widely accepted. It supports a natural modelling of the 

application environment that does not depend on later irnplementation, 

but can easily be mapped into implemented data models, especially the 

relational one [Ce83, HNS85]. We extend this model by concepts for 

describing structured objects similar to [RNLE85, LN85], generaliza

tions (SS77], derivation, and propose a generalized key concept. Be

si des, attributes can even take values from complex data types speci

fied at the data level. 

When developing the object level we have attempted to integrate all 

important semantic constructs of recent semantic data models into a 

few concepts. Therefore, we provide three basic concepts, namely ob

jects, relationships, and type construction to be modelled in 

corresponding schemas. Additionally, explicit constraints can be ad

ded to the schemas. 

In the following, the syntax and semantics of the object, relation

ship, and type construction schemas are outlined by means of examples, 

and a graphic representation is given. 

3.1 OBJECT SCHEMA 

As in the ER model the Universe of discourse modelled at the object 

level consists of entities and relationships among them. Objects 

represent abstract entities of interest. Properties cf an entity are 

specified as attributes describing the object. Entities with common 

properties are classified into object classes (originally called enti

ty types). The object schema now consists of all defined object 

classes modelling the considered application. A class is 

represented by a rectangle, associated attributes 

graphically 

and their 

corresponding data types are denoted as ovals. "or instance, consider 

figure 3.1, where an object class PERSON with attributes 'name', 'ad-

öress', elc. i s shown. 
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aner pers stat = marrled 
aJways not per:s_st.at = slngle 

name : text 

dale of blrth: dale 

addross: IIst ~ taxt 

-~·-{ age : lnt ) 

·-·--(ent_to_vote : bool ) 
Iei no: phone no PERSON 
~~------------~ 
~"' _ stat : p _ status )/;;, 

( salary: lnt fJ 
(remare: bool 

f!g~r~ 3.1: Object class PERSON 

The syntactical definition of PERSON in an object scherna is given· as 

follows: 

91§!2!2 PERSON 

§.t::lr!!2~.t::~!2 narne: 
date_of_birth: 
address: 
tel_no: 
salary: 
nationality: 
pers_stat: 
female: 
age: 
ent_to_vote: 

):;:~y name, 
date_of_birth; 

text, 
date, 
1!!2.1:: 2f text t;:§rg (1,3), 
phone_no QQ.t;!QD§!, 
i nt, 
nation, 
p_status, 
bool, 
in t, 
bool; 

g~r!~~Q age §!2 year (today) - year (date_of_birth), 
ent to vote .§!2 nationality 'german' §DQ 

age > 18; 

92D!21rs!D.t::~ 9I.t::~r pers_stat 
91~§Y!2 D21 pers stat 

end PERSON. 

married 
sing1e; 

In contrast to the ER mode1 originally defined in 

severa1 extensions. 

[Ch75] we support 
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At first, the definition of attributes is more general. 

- The domains of attributes are not restricted to standard data types 

like r in t' I integers), 'bool' (boolean), and 'text', but all user 

defined data types defined at the data level (see chapter 2 ) like 

the enumerationtype 'p_status' (personal status) or the structured 

type 'date' can be used. Thus, we obtain a richer structure of at-

tributes implicitly, whereas [Ce83, E:WHBS] treat composite attri-

butes explicitly as part of object modelling. 

- Attributes can be declared with the ~~y-option. All key attributes 

tagether identify each object in the class, i.e., there must not ex-

ist two different persans (of class PERSON} having the same 

and 'date_of_birth' values. 

'name' 

Key attributes are marked by a broad dot in the graphical represen-

tation. 

- Non-key attributes can be defined to be QQ~!Q~~l andjor multivalued 

F'or optional attributes the null-value '-' is 

allowed, indicating that, e.g., a person need not have a telephone. 

Optional attributes are graphically marked by a circle on the con-

necting line. Hultivalued attributes can be defined by means of l!~~ 

gf (for enumerated multisets) or ~~t of (for normal sets), both pos

sibly constrained by cardinalities 9§r9 (min, max), min 8 N
0 

and max 

8 N u { *) • where '*' denotes 'infinite'. In our example, a person 

must have at least one address (since it is not optional) and may 

have up to three addresses enumerated by first, second, and third 

domicile. If no cardinality is specified card ( 0. * ) is assumed. 

Derived attributes are attributes that are not explicitly stored but 

cornputed frorn other attributes. The derivation rule is specified in 

the 9~r!~~g-clause. Thus, the age of a person is computed as the 

difference between the actual date (today) and the date of birth of 

that person, supposing a function 'today', which, at any time, 

yields the actual date. F'urthermore, a person is entitled to vote 

if (s)he is at least 18 years old and has the german citizenship. 

In the gra~hical representation derived attributes are marked by a 

dotted line. 

Derived attributes open the door to model concepts of deductive da

tabases. 
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To restriet possible database instances to "consistent" ones, the ob-

ject schema can be completed by integrity constraints. We da not only 

allow the definition of "static" constraints, i.e. criteria for admis

sible database states, but also "dynamic" constraints specifying ad

missible state sequences, using the proposals of [ELG84, LEG85] to in

corporate temporal logic. 

Constraints are graphically represented by hexagonal "integrity 

boxes". Since a derivation rule can be considered as a special kind of 

constraint supervising the computation of the derived attribute, the 

rule is also graphically put in an integrity box. For simplicity, we 

omit the derivation rules in our figures. Indeed, this can be done by 

means of the intended graphical editor. 

Let us now examine some more features of the object schema. Therefore, 

consider the following example. 

(name : taxt A 
0ate_of_blrth: dale ) ""'------------, 

~PERSON 
.. ' .. '------.-----..,...-' 

(age : in! ) . · · I 

;:=, n=l=l=o =v=ot=e=:=b=o=ol:::::::: .. ' ,-' 

'~ 
\ 

'& /",..// 
(~ _players : !nl .}····1 ~~) 

TEAM I ; ~ 
<l'.'erage_age : ln! · ~----~----r------1, clty: lext ) 

p c 11.players and 
p ~ t2.playen 

lmplles 1
1 

= I 
2 

f!g~~~ 3.2: Camplex object class TEAM 
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H_players: 
average_age: 

t ext, 
t ext, 
i n,t, 
real; 

S::QIDQQQ~Q!;§ trainer: PERSON 
players: !!§!; gf 

2QU2o.9!. 
PERSON 99[Q {11,15); 

~~Y. name; 

g~r:i~~Q H_players .§§ S::Qb!D!; {players), 
average_age g§ §b!ffi {players.age) I H_players; 

9QQ§!;[9loD!;§ fQI 9!! t 1 , t 2 : TEAM 

~QQ TEA.M. 

fQ[ 9!! p : PERSON 

p a t 1 .players gQQ p s t 2 .players 

imQ!i~!:! tl = t2: 

' ' 

,_ "'• 

By means of S::QffiQQD~Q!;§ it is possible to describe complex objects that 

are composed of other objects. Each object of the defined complex 

class TEAM has attributes 'name', 'city' of location, number of 

players {'l!_players'), and 'average_age' {of all players) and it addi

tionally consists of two components, a trainer and a !ist of players, 

both belanging to class PERSON. Since the component 'players' is 

modelled as a list of persons. each player of a TEAM can be referenced 

by the position {perhaps the player number) in this list. As for at

tributes, !i§!;§ and §~!;§ may be restricted by a cardinality 99.!:9 {min, 

max) option. Thus, the !ist of players has to contain between 11 and 

15 persons. Any co~ponent class specified as optional allows objects 

of the corresponding complex class to have no component for it. 

Hence, there are teams having their {optional) trainer fired at the 

moment. 

The components of a class are graphically represented similar to at

tributes. Instead of the data type we write the class name in the 

oval and an arrow to the representation of that class. As for attri

butes optionality is marked by a circle on the arc connecting the com

plex class and the component oval. 

Again, we have derived attributes '#_players' and 'average_age' de-

fined in the g~r:i~~g-clause, and a constraint requiring every player 

to be member of exactly one team. 
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The sernantics of cornponents is very close to that of attributes. Let 

lEI denote the instances (objects) of class E, lAI the domain (data 

* type) of attribute A, P(V) the power set of V, and V a !ist of ele-

ments of V where V is either lEI or lAI. Then, attributes A and com

ponents E' are interpreted as total functions which becorne partial in 

case of optional attributes or components. 

A I EI --> I AI for A 

I EI --> * I AI for l!§!; Qf A 

I EI --> P ( I A I ) for §~!; Qf A 

E' I EI --> I E' I for E' 

I EI --> I E' I * for l!§!; Qf E' 

I EI -- > P ( I E' I ) for §~!; Qf E' 

Cornpared to other semantic data models we can express aggregation, as 

defined in [ SS77) and for SHM+ ([BR84)), grouping from SDM ([HM81]), 

and association ( [BR84)) by means of complex objects. Aggregation is 

a form of data abstraction which considers a relationship between com

ponents as a higher level aggregate (composite) object. This is the 

'part of' relationship and is simply achieved by a complex object 

without li§t/§~t Qf components. Grouping or association rnodels the 

'rnember of' relationship. Hence, every instance of the associate ob-

ject stands for a set of instances of the mernber object. This is 

modelled by a cornplex object 'associate object' having one component 

'§~!; of rnember'. Finally, we remark that every component class can 

also be complex. 

3.2 RELATIONSHIP SCHEMA 

Another basic concept of the ER rnodel we adapt is the concept of rela

tionships arnong object classes. First. we should mention that, in can

trast to [Ne83, DKML85), n-ary relationships are allowed. The seman

tics of an n-ary relationship R between (not necessarily distinct) 

classes E1 , ... ,E
0 

can be understood as a predicate over the sets 

of instances IE 1 1 .... , IEnl· It follows that there may exist in-

stances of the classes Ei not being part of any instance of the rela

tionship R. We say that those participants are partial, otherwise they 

are total. 

We now extend our example by introducing two relationships where we 

assurne two additional, later defined classes DEPTMT (department) and 

MANAGER. 



r~1~1i2D ~orks_in 

2~r1ifi2~D1§ PERSON, 
DEPTMT; 
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9HrB!l!~~ 

~D9 works_in, 

position: text; 

r~1~U2D rnanages 

29r!ifi2~D1§ MANAGER g~rg (1,*), 
DEPTMT; 

f~D2!iQD DEPTMT 12 MANAGER; 

9QD§!r~iD1§ fQr ~11 m : MANAGER 
f2r 911 d : DEPTHT 

~n9 manages, 

' ' 

manages (rn,d) i~Q1i~§ 
works_in (PERSON(rn),d); 

Pigure 3,3 sho~s the relationships graphically represented as dia
monds, 

ls •..•..•.. )!!.!.. ........ .--------~ 
superlar PERSON 

of --··-·····-'-~·-··-····· 
L---~--___J 

lor all p : PERSON 
lor all d : DEP'TMT 

manages (p,d) lmplles 
wor1<s _in (p,d) 

porlt:lon : text 

~__D_E_P_T_M_T~-0>-"-1,.---o~,l MANAGER 

fig!J[~ 3.3: Relationships 

We have extended the concept of relationship ~ith some structural pro

perties that rnay also be expressed by means of constraints. 

First, a relationship can be declared as functional. For instance, the 

relationship 'manages' is a function frorn DEPTMT to MANAGER indicated 

by 'f!!DS::1i2D DEPTMT 12 MANAGER'. Hence, for every instance in DEPTMT 

participating in a relationship instance of 'manages' there is exactly 

one instance of MANAGER in 'manages', i.e., every department must be 

managed by exactly one manager whereas any rnanager may manage several 

departrnents. 
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Functional relationships are represented by arrows denoting the 

mathematical direction of the function. 

The participation of an object class can be enriched by two cardinali

ty numbers specified in g~[Q (min, max), meaning that every object of 

that class participates in at least 'min' and at most 'max' relation

ship instances. While there may be persans not working in a department 

and departments having no employees, we can require every every 

manager to manage at least one (indeed between 1 and infinite) depart-

ments. If no cardinalities are specified f~[Q (0,*) is assumed. Car-

dinalities are written in the graphical representation on the arc con

necting the corresponding class and the relationship symbol. 

Like objects, relationships rnay have attributes. The attribute 'posi

tion' of 'works_in' specifies, whether the person working in a depart

ment is an engineer, a manager, or anything else. All features avail

able for attributes of object classes can be applied here, except the 

~~y-clause. The semantics of an attribute A of a relationship R 

between the classes E1 , ... , En is then given by a function 

A: (R( --> lAI, where [RI = {r 9 IE1 ( x' ... x JEn( I R(r)}. 

Additional constraints can be specified in a 99~~~[~!~~~-clause. In 

our example, we require any person managing a department to work also 

in that department, where we assume that every manager is a special

ized person (see section 3.3). Thus, we can refer to the underlying 

person of a manager m by PERSON(m) and in the same way a managing per

son p by MANAGER(p). 

Influenced by [EWH85] we introduce the notion of derived relation-

ships. We define a relationship 'is_superior_of' that is computed from 

the relationships 'works_in' and 'manages' 

r~1~~!Q~ is_superior_of !~ 9~ri~~9 

2~[~12!29~~~ inf: PERSON, 
sup: PERSON; 

9~r1~~9 is_superior _of ( i, s) as ~:ü~~~ d : DEPTMT 

~DQ is_superior_of. 

works_in (i,d) 9~9 
manages (MANAGER(s),d); 

We see that it is possible to define a relationship where an object 

class participates more than once. To distinguish the different roles 

these classes play in the relationship, each occurence of such a par

ticipating class is identified by a rolename. Thus, 'sup' denotes the 

superior and 'inf' the inferior person in the 'is_superior_of' rela-
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tionship. This relationship holds between two persans 'sup' and' 'inf', 

if and only if there is at least one department that employs 'inf' and 
, . 

that is managed by 'sup' ( direct authority ). 

The concept of derived relationships can easily be extended to compute 

the closure of a relation (-ship), e.g. the closure of 

'is_superior_of' (i.e. is direct or indirect superior of). To avoid 

problems about consistency derived relationships must neither be 

specified to be functional nor have cardinalities. These structural 

properties are derived from the underlying relationships. Thus, 

'is_superior_of' becomes a many-to-many relationship with both parti

cipants partial because 'works_in' is many-to-many and both partici-

pants of 'works_in' are partial. Derived relationships, like derived 

attributes, are graphically marked by dotted lines associating the 

participating object classes, as shown in figure 3.3. 

Now we are able to present our extended key concept. Therefore, 

sider the following example belanging to figure 3.3. 

9!§§§ SOCIETY 

§H!:!!>!!~~§ name: t ext; 

22~2QD~D~§ chairman: PERSON, 
members: §~~ Qf PERSON; 

)S~y name, 
chairman; 

~!}Q SOCIETY; 

9!§§§ DEPTHT 

§H!:H!!~~§ dept_no: int, 

)S~y dept_no; 

~!}Q; 

con-

At First, we allow components to appear in the key-clause. As for at

tributes only singlevalued and non-optional components may be keys. 

In case of SOCIETY we consider a society identified by its name and 

its chairman (that is a person). Purthermore, we could have addition

ally specified in the key-clause of DEPTMT the 'f~!22~!QD manages'. In 

this case we obtain the following semantics of such a key-function 

[Eh86, EDG66]: Every department is uniquely identified by its number 

(dept_no) and its managing person, i.e., there may exist a lot of 

departments (of different companies) having the same number but dif

ferent managers. 

Only 'binary and functional relationships having their domain total may 

be part of the key-clause because a relationship instance cannot iden

tify an object that is not involved by this instance. 
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3.3 GONSTRUGTION SCHEMA 

Up to now we have extended the basic concepts, i.e., objects and rela

tionships (both with attributes), of the ER model. Using these con

cepts aggregation [SS77] can be rnodelled, but no modelling primitives 

for generalization [SS77] are provided yet. Therefore, we introduce 

the concept of type construction to support this important data seman-

tics. Type construction may be regarded as an order on the object 

classes. Starting with already defined classes new classes are con

structed by a new classification of their objects. Consider figure 3.4 

where we present the graphical representation of the general form of 

type construction . 

• 

• 

• 

K!g~[~ 3.4: General form of type construction 

At the base line of the triangle there are the already defined object 

classes I 1 , .. .,In' called !D.!!!J~ 2!!H1§~§· The classes o 1 , ... ,orn con

nected with the opposite point of the triangle are the constructed 

Between the objects of the input and output classes 

the following conditions must hold: 

n rn 
( l ) (J I I j I ? (J 10 1 1 

j·l i=l 

( 2 ) for all 0 s' ot. s • t. 

where lEI denotes the set of instances of class E, '!J' the union, 'n' 

the intersection, and {} the ernpty set. 

( l) requires that all instances of output classes are also instances 

of input classes, but not all instances of input classes have to be 

instances of output classes. However, sornetirnes it is significant to 

demand explicitly this fact. Then we write the symbol into the 

triangle which restricts the sernantics to 



( 1 ' ) 
n 
u 

j=l 
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(2) restricts further the output classes tobe disjoint, 

. ' 

each 

object of each input class appears at most in one of the output 

classes. On the other hand, input classes need not be disjoint. 

Note that the direction of type construction, given by the triangle, 

is important for the (later discussed) attribute inheritance mechan

ism. 

Given the above short description of the semantics of type construc

tion, we now show the rnodelling of the generalization abstractions. 

Continued research in data rnodels distinguishes between different 

types of generalization. Here we use the notion of [LN86), where spe-

cialization (subclass, is-a relationship), partition, and generaliza

tion (superclassj are distinguished. 

At first, a simple specialization MANAGER of PERSON is defined 

corresponding to figure 3.5. 

fQ~§1[Yf1 f[Q~ PERSON 

MANAGER: !!!r1~Y1~§ narne: 
date_of birth: 
salary: 
official_car: 

text, 
date, 
int, 
bool; 

g~riy~g narne §§ PERSON.narne, 
date_of_birth !§ PERSON.date_of birth, 
salary as PERSON.salary; 

gQn§!r!!n1§ salary > 600000 i~P1i~§ 
official_car = true; 

name :taxt 

date of blrth: date 

(•alary rnr )-----:: PERSON 
------ .· --·· /..___ ______ _, 

~nt )'// 

r.;;;;-;;;-=:::=:::),. 
~.:::_voto : bool _ 

figy[~ 3.5: Specialization 

ornclaJ_car: bool 

MANAGER 
\ \ \ 
\., \._{ namo: text ) 

·.\.:~ate_ol_blrth: dale) 

( salary: lnt ) 
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We say that MANAGER is a specialization (or ~~991~~~) of PERSON, be

cause a manager is treated as a special person. By restriction (l) we 

have 1 PERSON 1 :> 1 MANAGER I , i .e., every manager is a person but 

not every person needs to participate in the construction of MANAGER. 

We will now state some general remarks on type construction. 

While we require that "normal" non-constructed object classes must 

be disjoint, constructed classes accomplish the only way to see a 

single object in several different classes. Inde-ed, a constructed 

type forms a new object class but the instances of this class are 

not "new", because they are taken from the input classes. Conse

quently, constructed types cannot have key attributes since they are 

already identified by the sources. For the same reason constructed 

types cannot have new components except derived components from the 

input classes. Thus, we have a restricted form of complex object 

classes for constructed types. 

- However, it is possible to define new attributes for constructed 

classes ~Q1 inherited to thi sources, such as 'official_car' for 

MANAGER. Attributes from the sources that are significant for the 

constructed classes can be explicitly taken up by means of deriva

tion. 'name', 'salary', and 'date_of_birth' of MANAGERare examples 

where attributes are derived from the source PERSON. In centrast to 

[HM8l, BR84, EWH84] and others we do not support an implicit attri

bute inheritance mechanism, because the explicit derivation provides 

the full power of derived attributes. 

- Besides, constructed classes are handled as non-constructed ones, 

i.e., they may participate in relationships and may be used to build 

complex object classes. They can also be sources for new construc

tions. Nevertheless, there are two conditions that must hold: 

(i) A constructed class has tobe the result of exactly one con

struction. 

(ii) Every constructed class must not, directly or indirectly, be 

input class for its own construction, i.e., the directed graph 

consisting of all classes as nodes and constructions as edges 

has to be acyclic. 
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We now turn back to another generalization abstraction, the pareition. 

Figure 3.6 presents a partition of PERSON into the classes WOMAN and 

MAN defined as follows: 

22~~~[~2~ ~2~211Y frQID PERSON 

MAN: ~~~r!g~~~§ narne: text, 
rnilitary: bool; 

~~r!Y~~ name ~§ PERSON.name; 

WOMAN: 2~~r!Q~!~§ name: text, 
~_children: int; 

~~r!Y~~ name ~§ PERSON.name; 

Q~[!Y~Q MAN as PERSON.female 
WOMAN 2§ PERSON.female 

false, 
true; 

... 

( name: taxt ) ( mllltary: bool ) ( name: taxt ) ( 1f _eh IIdren : tnl ) 
'o 

' // / -.. -.. 

MAN l, WO MAN 

.;/ 
' 

name: taxt 

~~------_Jk------, 
Iernaie : bool 

' ,· /k-------------" 

(age : lnl )'~// 

0'nt_to_vota : bool y' 
Partition 

Since the construction is defined as !21911Y the conditions ( 1' ) is 

valid requiring every person to be a man or a woman. By restriction 

(2) of our type construction, the constructed classes MAN and WOMAN 

are disjoint (a non-disjoint partition could be achieved by two spe-

cializations, MAN~ PERSON and WOMAN ~PERSON). Again the name is in

herited from PERSON by MAN and WOMAN. Both constructed classes also 

have special attributes 'military' (true if military service is done) 

and ·~_children' (number of children) resp., once more not inherited 

by PERSON in the inverse direction. The ~~r!y~g-clause specifies the 

output classes to be derived, meaning that every newly inserted PERSON 

automatically becomes a WOMAN for 'female' = true and a MAN for 

male'= false (i.e. male). 

'fe-
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The derivation is indicated in figure 3.5 by dotted lines to the out

put classes. 

Finally, we define a generalization CROWD of TEAM and SOCIETY present

ed in figure 3.7. 

CROWD: §~~[lg~~g~ name: 
9Q~Q2DgD~~ members: 

text; 
~g~ gf PERSON; 

f!g~[g 3. 7: 

§~ g§~g TEAM: name; 
SOCIETY: name; 

g!}g; 

members ~~ g~§g TEAM: ~g~ 2f players U 
~g~ 2f trainer; 

SOCIETY: members U 

PERSON 

SOCIETY name: tex1 

( members: set PERSON ) 

( nam• le><1 )---~~ CROWD 

Generalization 

~~l Qf chairman; 

TEAM 

na.me : text 

, clly: te><1 

\ •,'( #_players : lnt 

\( a\1'6rage_ age : lnt 

) 
) 

Recalling again restriction (1' ), we have the following condition on 

instances: I TE:AH I u I SOCIE:TY I ICROWD showing that we 

model every crowd to be a team or a society and vice versa. 

Although constructed classes cannot have newly defined components, it 

is allowed to derive components from the sources. Thus, we have a com

ponent 'members' of CROWD, that either in case of a TEAM consists of 

the union of the list of players (by '§gl Qf' coerced to a set) and 

the trainer (by ·~g1 gf' converted to a singleton), orthat in case of 

a SOCIETY contains its members and its chairman. 
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Up to now we have examined the special cases fi ' 

( 1) one source one constructed type 

(2) one source , several constructed types. and 

(3) several sources, one constructed type . 

We feel that the general case 

(4) several sources, several constructed types. 

is not significant, because here several data abstractions are put to-

gether. Consequently, this case should be splitted into several con-

structions using (2) or (3), to make the abstractions more visible. 

For reasons of unique semantics we yet allow the general construction. 

Finally, we present an exarnple combining the concepts of complex ob

jects and type construction to illustrate the power of our data model. 

Figure 3.8 presents a recursively defined object class COMPONENT. 

( narne :taxt ) ( name: te>d 

• • 
ATOMIC COMPOSITE 

COMPONENT COMPONENT ~ I I 
( parts: lht 

y 
COMPONENT 

' 
' '. ·-. 

\'··, .. '·(~n_am_e_:_te_><t ___ ) 

•. 

'··( compotlle: bool ) 

Recursive object 

Every COMPONENT is either a BASIC COMPONENT or a COHPOSITE COMPONENT 

consisting of a list of components, being again basic or composite. 

As far as we know there does not exist any other semantic data model 

that supports a comparably elegant modelling of such recursions. How

ever, proposals are made in [8884} with the notion of molecular ob

jects. 
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4.TRANSACTION LEVEL 

A database transaction is a transformation of a database state into 

another database state having the properties of atomicity and durabil-

ity. Up to now, database transactions are 

when the database schema is already 

method, the schema does often not consider 

specified and implemented 

irnplemented. Because of this 

all transaction require-

ments and, as a consequence, redesigning is becomes necessary. Our aim 

is to enable prototyping of arbitrary transactions as early as possi

ble in order to avoid this effect. For early specifications of trans

actions and their verification against integrity constraints we pro

pese a descriptive specification methodology. To support an early pro

totyping a procedural transaction language based on the conceptual 

schema is provided. A high level query language and a set of elementa

ry update operations are necessary to write arbitrary transactions. 

All transactions have to transform 'legal' database states (i.e., 

states satisfying all constraints) into other 'legal' states. Wein

corporate two methods which guarantee this property. One method is to 

control it by a global integrity rnonitor as mentioned in [LS87, SL87]. 

Such a monitor only allows correct transactions. But incorrect 

actions {i.e., transactions violating some constraints) 

trans-

are 

detected before execution is finished. This would cause an undoing 

not 

of 

all changes initiated by these transactions. To avoid this, transac

tion specifications can be transformed into integrity respecting 

transaction specifications as mentioned in (Li85, Li86]. We propese a 

combination of both methods depending on the frequency of use of the 

transactions. 

For all transactions changing the database contents a set of so-called 

elementary {or primitive) Operations i.e., !D§~[~. ~2Q9~~. and g~1~1~. 

is provided. These operations are tobe used for changes of single in

stances by substituting their formal parameters by actual ones. They 

will be generated and provided automatically by the system, respecting 

all constraints inherent to the object model. These elementary Opera

tions form the only way to change the contents of the database, so 

consistency in regard to object model inherent constraints will always 

be guaranteed, since any transaction may be merely combined of these 

elementary operations. 
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As the operations should fulfill all rnodel inherent constraints, 

operations looking elementary to the user may not be elementary to tn~ 

system. For instance, the insertion of a new 'works_in' relationship 

between an existing person and an existing department is elementary to 

the user and to the system as well, but the change of a manager's 

salary will change the corresponding person's salary (that is in fact 

the sarne person), too. Here, the user does not see the second changing 

and need not even know of the existence of the corresponding person. 

But there are cases, when the user needs to have sorne knowledge about 

the overall scherna structure. If, for instance, a new person shall be 

inserted, the insertion of a man or woman is enforced. Here, the only 

effect seen by the user is the requirement of an additional attribute 

which is 'military' or •n_children' resp. because these attributes are 

obligatory for MAN/WOMAN. 

In cornplex database schernas the nurnber of parameters for primitive 

operations can increase rapidly (see the second example below). Thus, 

we propese a flexible pararneter notation in the operation calls allow

ing the definition of default values. Such cases arenull values e.g., 

'military' does not apply to wornen, or default values as they are sup

ported by the programming language Ada (see [GH83)) e.g., ·n_children' 

is set to zero in the case of no explicit description, because this is 

the rnost frequent case. 

For arbitrary transactions we offer descriptive specifications with 

pre- and postconditions. This enables an early formulation of complex 

transactions during the design process. Descriptive transaction 

specifications can be refined into adequate transaction specifications 

respecting all database constraints as suggested in [Li85, Li86]. 

In a second design step transactions are expressed in a procedural 

transaction language. This transaction language offers control struc

tures like loops and conditions (as they are well-known from "normal" 

programming languages) to connect the systern-offered elementary opera

tions and already specified transactions to complex transactions. 

These complex transactions are executable by the prototype system. 

I 
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Since the elementary operations are automatically derived from the 

schema (by the system itself) and have a fixed formal semantics (simi-

lar to assignments in programming 

can be verified against their 

languages), frequent transactions 

specification (pre-jpostcondition 

language) and against the database constraints as suggested in [GH79]. 

Ad hoc update transactions that are not verified against their specif

ication (because this is a cumbersome process) are controlled by the 

integrity monitor [LS87) which will be part of the prototype system. 

To illustrate what the two different specification levels are and how 

database consistency is ensured, we give two examples which belang to 

a part of our global example schema given in the appendix. 

The first transaction 'increase_salary_manager()' is specified as fol

lows in the pre-/postcondition notation: 

: HANAGER, 
sal : int; 

H.salary = sal; 
(sal < 1000000 
(H.salary > 600000 

~~9 increase_salary_manager. 

!~2!!~~ H.salary = sal * 1.1) and 
!~2!!~~ M.official car true); 

This (parameter-free) specification describes the effect of the trans-

action. The maintaining of an integrity constraint 'managers who earn 

more than 600000 are assigned an official car' is fulfilled. A correct 

implementation of this transaction written by the user in the pro

cedural transaction language is the following: 

1[§~§§91!9~ !~2!~~~~1§1!9D increase_salary_manager( 

~~g!~ 

~29§1~ HANAGER 
§~l salary := salary * 1.1 

~D~[~ salary < 1000000; 

~29§1~ MANAGER 
§~l official_car := true 

~D~[~ salary > 600000; 

~~9 increase_salary_manager. 

The side effect to preserve integrity i.e., the increasing of the 

corresponding person's salary, is initiated by the elementary opera

tion ·~29§1~ HANAGER' all alone and not visible to the user. 
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To show tbe full power of our transaction specification tools, we give 

a secend more complex example. Here, the hiring of a new manager fr~~ 

the outside world is realized. The pre-jpostcondition specification is 

the following one: 

t!:§D~§2ti2D ~Q~gifig§tiQD hire_manager 
(M_PERSON : PERSON, M official car : bool, M_dept_no 

~~i§!~ DEPTMT ~b~I~ (dept_no = M_dept_no} 
~~i§!~ PERSON ~b~I~ (PERSON= M_PERSON) 

int) 

/* the manager does not exist. not even as a person */ 

QQ§! : ~~i§t~ MANAGER M ~b§I~ (PERSON = M_PERSON §DQ 
official_car = M_official_car §D9 
~~i§t~ DEPTMT D ~b~I~ (manages (M, D} §DQ 

dept_no = M_dept_no} 
§DQ hire_manager. 

Here. it is obvious that the transaction cannot be specified and pro

cessed unless the user knows that a MANAGER is also a PERSON and a MAN 

or a WOMAN. The user does not need to know these connections, but 

(s)he has to know that some additional attributes, say parameters, are 

required and what the key attributes are. (It would be different, if 

the manager had already existed in the database as a PERSON. Maybe 

anyone who should become a manager of a department should be hired 

First as a "simple" person.) 

Now we show the procedural specification that fulfills the pre

jpostconditions: 

i!!!Q1§!!!§D!§ti2D 
(M name 

hire_manager 

var M 
p 

D 

f!~gin 

M=si'll ary 
M_official_car 
M l! children 

MIINAGER 
PERSON 
DEPTMT 

if (M_salary < 600000) Q[ 

text, M_date_of birth 
int. M_female 
bool, M_military 
bool, M_dept_no 

date, 
bool, 
bool, 
int} 

~~~i§!§ P ~b§I§ (P.name = m_name 
P.date of birth 

§D9 
M_date_of_birth}} 

!b§!2 "reject" 
~1§~ i!2§~I! MANAGER ( M_name, M_date_of _birth, M_salary, 

M_female, M_official_car, 
M_military, M_#_children): 

M := ~~1§2! MANAGER ~b§I~ (name = M_name §!}g 

D := §~1~2! DEPTMT 
9~1~!§ manages (*, 
i!2§~I! manages (M, 

~D9 hire_manager. 

date_of_birth = M_date_of_birth); 
~b§I~ (dept_no = M_dept_no); 

D): 
D ) ; 
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Here, sequence and conditions are the only used control structures. 

But the procedural language also offers structures for choice and re

petition and the use of constants, variables, and Operations on user

defined data types. 

We assume that the parameter list of 'in§~[t MANAGER' is variable be

cause in case of the existence of the corresponding person only the 

key attributes 'M_name' and 'M_date_of_birth' and the manager specific 

attribute 'M_official_car' are needed. Otherwise, if the corresponding 

person does not exist up to now, the full parameter list is required 

as in the example above. 

There are several points at which this transaction may fail (and be 

rolled back). The first two points are clear to the programmer, he has 

written these error exits hirnself to ensure consistency: any manager 

has to earn more than 600000 otherwise he cannot be a manager and the 

new manager has not worked for this enterprise up to now. 

Another one is hidden in '!n§~[t MANAGER' and will be raised automati

cally: if the department denoted by 'M_dept_no' does not exist, the 

whole transaction will be rejected. 

There are several actions that will be triggered automatically without 

an explicit statement. Mainly, the insertion of the manager that looks 

elementary to the user causes two subsequent insertions: The insertion 

of the corresponding person and the automatic classification of that 

person into man or woman. The additional parameters of 'in§g[t 
MANAGER' are the only hints that these insertions will take place. 

Secondly, as there exists an integrity constraint 'ahyone who manages 

a department has to work in this department', (the formal expression 

is 'manages (M, D) !!!)!21!~§ (works_in (PERSON(H), Dl' 1 then the 'in= 
§~[t manages' Operation could have been replaced (at another place) by 

a transaction that causes a second insertion of a relationship, the 

i nsert ion of 'works_in {PERSON (MI, M_dept_no)'. 

This insertion is neither initiated nor seen by the user but 

transformed by the system to ensure consistency. 

All tagether these additional effects either specified by the user at 

different places or automatically raised by the system make this 

transaction an "integrity respecting transaction" [Li85, Li86], be

cause it avoids any changes that violate consistency. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Before the design tools mentioned in the introduction are ready to be 

implemented, 

to be made. 

some refinements and precisions of several concepts are 

The possibilities of versioning and modelling alternatives have to be 

added (for a definition see [Ne83, KCB85, MiSS]). We suggest a ver

sioning concept at a separate level rather independent of the object 

level specifications. The user may specify for which objects versions 

and alternatives are possible and which attributes may be affected. 

The versioning should be supervised by the system. The user is given 

several operations for creating, deleting, etc. versions and alterna

tives. 

In a next step a formal semantics for the specification language, i.e. 

for specifying the data, object, and transaction level shall be esta

blished. For the object and transaction level we suppose an axiomatic 

semantics based upon a modified temporal logic similar to [GMS83, 

FS85]. Furthermore, a query language has to be designed. 

At this point the implementation of the graphical editor, the transla

tor from graphic symbols into the specification language and the 

integrity monitor may start. In [HNS86] we have already given the 

transformation of our EER model into the relational one. The salient 

Features of the integrity monitor are the processing of static con

straints and dynamic constraints that are formulated in a temporal 

logic. For more details see [LS87]. 

For the distant future further design tools are planned to integrate 

the above described tools into a complete DB design support system. As 

such advanced design tools we intend components to generate automati

cally elementary operations from the schema description and to verify 

transactions against their descriptive specifications and against in

tegrity constraints automatically. As another useful tool there 

should be some component checking the consistency of explicit integri

ty constraints. 
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